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Abstract. Prior studies have shown benefits of interactions on mobile devices. 

Device mobility itself changes the nature of the user experience; interactions on 

mobile devices may present better support for cognition. To better understand 

cognitive demands related to mobility, the current study investigated presenta-

tions on a mobile device for a three-dimensional construction task. The task im-

posed considerable cognitive load, particularly in demands for mental rotation; 

individual differences in spatial ability are known to interact with these de-

mands. This study specifically investigated mobile device orientations and par-

ticipants’ spatial ability. Subjects with low spatial ability were able to complete 

the task more effectively when shown the presentation in a favorable orienta-

tion. Individuals who saw the presentation in an unfavorable orientation and 

those of low spatial ability, were differentially disadvantaged. We conclude that 

mobility can reduce cognitive load by limiting demands for spatial processing 

relating to reorientation. 

Keywords: Mobility, Mental Rotation, Presentation Orientation, Spatial Abil-

ity. 

1 Introduction 

Recently there has been an enormous expansion in the sale and use of mobile devices 

as information appliances. It is reasonable to ask why, or more specifically, what is it 

about mobile devices that make them attractive, as compared to fixed stationary de-

vices. There are a number of obvious answers: size, convenience or price. However, if 

users did not find the mobile device to be at least as useful as a fixed counterpart, 

would these devices be so successful?  It seems likely that that users experience men-

tal workload advantages as an outcome of the very mobility of the mobile device for 

some tasks. For example, extracting and interpreting instructions for construction 
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tasks
1
, tasks that impose considerable mental workload in the form of mental rotation 

and spatial processing on users, would fit this description.  

In this paper, we first review background literature, including a discussion of the 

likely cognitive load issues at play in construction tasks on mobile devices, specifical-

ly mental alignment of the presentation to the built object, achieved via mental rota-

tion. We present a study that examined the role of physical device orientation on per-

formance on a construction task. Additionally, in the study, we explored the role of an 

individual difference variable, spatial ability, on performance of the construction task. 

Finally, we present the results and we discuss the ramifications of our findings for 

designers.  

While the constant changes in technology make the definition of mobile device or 

mobile interaction moving targets, for the purposes of this paper the terms mobile 

device or mobile interaction will imply a handheld computing device possessing a 

display screen and input mechanism. This definition includes cell phones, 

smartphones, tablets, handheld GPS (global position) systems and PDAs (personal 

digital assistants), but excludes traditional desktop computers with fixed displays. The 

key defining feature that we focus on in this paper is the ability of the user to easily 

reposition the display device in any desired orientation. For clarity, we will use the 

term mobile device.  

2 Background Literature 

2.1 Mobility Matters 

It is widely believed that different interactions engage different user capabilities and 

draw on different elements of human cognition [cf. 12]. More specifically, researchers 

have noted numerous HCI issues for mobile devices [cf. 1, 4, 6, 20]. Of interest here, 

[31, 32] found that people used differential strategies to varying degrees of success 

when performing a three-dimensional construction task using instructions presented 

on mobile and non-mobile devices. For these tasks, the instructional presentation 

included interactive 3D models. Traditionally, the instructions for completing con-

struction tasks are presented on paper, with written directions often annotating visual 

representations of the assembly process. Such paper based instruction presentations 

are notoriously difficult to use. [30] has suggested that difficulties arise in part from 

task demands for mental rotation. Interactive presentations offer relief from some of 

the limitations of the traditional paper format. In particular, interactive presentations 

allow the three-dimensional displayed object to be viewed from any vantage point – 

giving the builder a better sense of the spatial relationships of the parts of the assem-

bly. A number of factors potentially impact performance on construction tasks, in-

cluding the nature of the presentation and the spatial ability of the participants [23]. 

More importantly for the current study, instructions on a mobile device allow users to 

                                                           
1 Construction tasks are ubiquitous: assembling a child’s bicycle, a piece of furniture or folding 

a paper airplane being common examples 



physically take the instructions ‘to the object’: physically orienting the instructions by 

holding the device proximate to a built object. Further, the richness of construction 

tasks would seem to make them ideally suited to highlight mental workload differ-

ences between mobile and non-mobile devices.  

 [31, 32] compared performance on a construction task between a mobile device 

presentation and a fixed upright display presentation.  They found that the mobile 

device users were more efficient in building the target object than the fixed presenta-

tion users. [31] also found that at least 25% of the persons with the mobile device 

employed a strategy of moving and aligning the mobile device to the object being 

built during at least one building step and all but one participant removed the mobile 

device from its starting position during the building process. Interestingly, in [31] a 

number of participants with a stationary display brought the object being built to the 

display. In other words, in both conditions, participants aligned the physical device 

with the object being built. When the person could bring the presentation to the object 

instead of vice versa, performance was markedly improved. [31] concluded that the 

participants using the non-mobile presentation found the process of aligning the ob-

ject to the screen was awkward, forcing them to mentally rotate in order to realign the 

images in the instructions to the constructed object. The participants could have inter-

actively realigned the 3D presentation, in either device condition, at any point and it is 

possible that the subjects in [31] did this; it is notable that the mobile presentation 

users had better performance regardless.  

2.2 Does Orientation Matter? 

When a person is following computerized instructions that include visual presenta-

tions to construct an object, they have several choices as to how to align the spatial 

relations in the visual representation to those of the target object.  They can physically 

move the presentation to the target via the mobility of the device, physically align the 

target to the presentation, manipulate the presentation of the digitally displayed 3D 

object, and/or perform any or all these operations mentally, without manipulating the 

object or the presentation. In other words, in a construction task, when the visuals in 

the presentation and the actual built object are misaligned, the user will mentally, 

physically, or interactively perform transformations to make the alignment. [30]’s 

results suggest that users are most successful when they choose to physically realign 

the device to the target and that they may be surprisingly unwilling to realign interac-

tively.  

As we consider the fact that in [31], mobile device subjects were able to move the 

device to realign the images in the presentation to the target while the fixed desktop 

subjects appeared to more often do this mentally, the next obvious question should be, 

does it matter?  If desktop subjects are doing more mental rotations of the presenta-

tion, is there a cost? [25] claimed that internal (cognitive) representations share a 

second-order isomorphism to the world they represent. One outcome of this conjec-

ture is that the greater the angular disparity between the starting orientation of an 

object and its rotated position, the more effort required for rotation of the object both 

in the real world and in their internal representations [26, 31]’s finding of perfor-



mance advantages for mobile device users suggests that the mobility of the device 

may reduce user cognitive load by reducing need for mental rotations.  

Some studies indicate that cognitive load increases as a person does more mental 

rotations [e.g.14, 15]. That some participants in [31] aligned the object that they were 

creating with the image on the fixed display whereas others aligned the mobile device 

with their built object highlights an obvious but critical difference between fixed vs. 

mobile display devices: mobile devices allow the user to change the orientation of the 

display, which can change the frame of reference used to specify spatial features of an 

object, such as identifying its top or its left or right side. In the fixed display condition 

in [30], participants' options for rotating the presentation to align it with an external 

object were: mental rotation, rotation of the real object relative to the fixed presenta-

tion and/or rotation of the interactive 3D presentation. In the mobile device condition 

of [31], subjects had a fourth option – they could rotate the device containing the 

presentation.  

When an observer encounters an object in the world, two frames of reference -- and 

the spatial relations they define -- are important to consider. First, there is an egocen-

tric reference frame that defines spatial relations from the observer's viewpoint (e.g., 

up/down, left/right). The egocentric up/down axis is typically defined by gravity, with 

left/right defined by what's to the left and right of the viewer's midline, respectively. 

Because of the invariance of gravity, the up/down axis is a primary reference frame 

for defining the tops and bottoms of objects and whether one object is above (or be-

low) another [cf. 27]. 

There is also a reference frame intrinsic to the object itself whereby spatial rela-

tions among parts of the object are specified. Object-centered reference frames can be 

defined by a variety of object characteristics, such as an object's focal point [5], an 

axis of symmetry or elongation, or surface markings [22]. The object in Figure 1(a) 

has an intrinsic axis of elongation, defined by the dotted line; the triangle in Figure 

1(b) has an intrinsic axis of symmetry and a focal point at its upper vertex. With both 

objects, the intrinsic axes are aligned with the egocentric up/down axis. If these were 

animate objects, people would likely construe the upper portion of each object to be 

its head; if they were to move they would move upwards. The triangle in Figure 1(c) 

is probably seen as pointing up, illustrating the primacy of the egocentric up/down 

axis. With its three axes of symmetry, the triangle in Figure 1(c) actually points in 

three directions, but the tendency to see it point up is due, in part, to the viewer using 

the up/down axis to assign spatial relations.  

When an observer encounters an object displayed on a screen, a third frame of ref-

erence comes into play: the reference frame defined by the edges of the display. Fig-

ure 2 shows the triangle from Figure 1(c) surrounded by a rectangular frame, much as 

how the triangle would be seen on a desktop display. Note how the two reference 

frames – the egocentric up/down axis and the vertical axis of the display – are 

aligned, and the triangle is seen as pointing up. Due to the alignment of the viewer’s 

and the display’s reference frames, a desktop display’s reference frame is redundant, 

providing the same spatial relations as the viewer’s up/down axis. 
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Fig. 1. (a,b,c) Objects with vertical axes of symmetry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Triangle object inside a display’s frame of reference 

With a mobile device, the reference frame defined by the display need not be 

aligned with the viewer's up/down axis. Figure 3 shows the triangle from Figure 2 

within a rotated rectangular frame. Here, there is a strong tendency to see the triangle 

pointing down to the left, although it still is possible to see it pointing up. That is, by 

changing the display's frame of reference, the "head" of the triangle shifts from being 

the upper vertex to the one in the lower left. Moreover, within the context of the rotat-

ed frame, the triangle is likely seen as heading strictly to the left instead of down and 

to the left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Triangle inside of rotated display 



As noted earlier, the mobility of mobile devices allows one to alter the display's 

frame of reference quite easily. Indeed, the rotated rectangular frame in Figure 3 rep-

resents just one of an infinite number of display-defined frames of reference available 

to the mobile device user. The interactive graphics that allow for the shape to be ro-

tated within the display gives the user freedom to define the alignment of the presen-

tation using whatever reference frame he or she chooses.  
In the construction task in [31] there is a fourth frame of reference to consider: the 

one that defines the top, bottom, left, or right of the target object being constructed. In 

principle, there are more opportunities for the four reference frames (i.e., viewer, 

display, displayed object, constructed object) to be misaligned when using a mobile 

device than when using a fixed desktop display (i.e., viewer = display, displayed ob-

ject, constructed object). Much research in cognitive psychology indicates that there is 

a cost in perceiving objects when viewer and object frames of reference are misa-

ligned [cf. 13, 27]. Thus, misalignment of two frames of reference, viewer and object, 

can have information processing costs. To our knowledge, no research has been done 

that examines how users cope with the possibility of there being multiple opportuni-

ties for misalignment.  

2.3 Evidence of the Importance of Presentation Orientation 

Even with the possibility of physically reorienting a presentation, determining the best 

interactive realignment may in and of itself impose significant cognitive load and 

involve mental rotations in planning, especially for low spatial ability users. Given 

that many contemporary mobile devices only automatically realign in cardinal direc-

tions, should it turn out that physical orientation and spatial ability do interact on a 

construction task, persons of low spatial ability who cannot physically reorient to the 

best orientation will be disadvantaged unless the cognitive load for interactive rea-

lignment can be reduced. 

Three older studies point to the importance of orientation in a presentation of inter-

active visual information. [24] found that, for map-based navigation assistance, physi-

cal rotation is the most effective form of track-up alignment on handheld mobile de-

vices   This was due to the users' difficulty to recognize a map when automatically 

rotated, especially when the users were not looking at the map during the time of 

rotation.  

In addition, [28] described a comparative study of the effectiveness of four differ-

ent presentations of instructions for an assembly task: printed manual, monitor-

display, see-through head-mounted display, and spatially registered augmented reality 

(AR). Measurements were task performance (time and accuracy) and perceived men-

tal workload. The task consisted of 56 procedural steps building an object with Duplo 

blocks. Participants in the spatially registered AR treatment made significantly fewer 

assembly errors. The authors concluded that the improvement in the AR condition 

was due to reduced demand for attention switching. Because the spatially registered 

AR appears directly on the object, it was also thought that the participants did less 

mental transformations between the instructions and the object.  



[7] reported on a design tool to build three-dimensional, interactive and movable 

polyhedrons. In evaluating this tool, they found that users had a preferred orientation 

for the designed polyhedrons. When the figures were moved from the preferred orien-

tation, subjects found them to be more difficult to sketch (reproduce by hand). Some 

participants reported elements of the preferred orientation include: 1) preference for 

vertical as opposed to horizontal edges (preference for either type of edges as com-

pared to diagonal edges), 2) bilateral symmetry, and 3) stability as indicated by the 

polyhedron resting on a face as opposed to resting on a vertex.  

2.4 The Role of Spatial Ability 

Performing mental transformations, such as those described by [14] can impose a 

workload on working memory. In particular, the mental rotation processes can be 

time-consuming and error prone, particularly as the complexity of the object being 

rotated increases and its familiarity decreases [3, 10].  Just how much effort the men-

tal rotation processes require also depends upon an individual's spatial ability, i.e. the 

ability to generate, retain, and transform well-structured mental images [16, 17]. Indi-

vidual differences in spatial ability are related to individual differences in working 

memory function [17, 19], with transformations such as mental rotation taking longer 

for users with lower spatial ability, as measured by paper-and-pencil standardized 

spatial ability tests [8]. Mobile devices potentially provide a means for users to align a 

displayed object with their own egocentric up/down, limiting the need to engage in 

mental rotation in order to achieve alignment. The savings would be greater for those 

with lower spatial ability and would potentially expand the usefulness of the device to 

a larger population. 

2.5 Summary:  Background Literature 

Prior research has suggested four intersecting themes:  1) Performance on a construc-

tion task is better with a mobile device than on a fixed display device 2) Construction 

tasks engage mental workload, much of which is involved in mental rotation to align 

disparate frames of reference.  The cost of mentally aligning an egocentric and pre-

sented object-centric frame of reference is known to be high; the cost of realigning 

those frames of reference plus others from a display and a built object are not known 

3) Mental rotation requires significant mental workload and 4) People differ in their 

abilities to perform mental rotation; those of lower spatial ability, as measured on 

standardized tests, find spatial tasks like mental rotation, more difficult than those of 

higher spatial ability.  Taking these themes together, we suggest that performance on 

a construction task is better with a mobile device as compared to a fixed display de-

vice because the mobile device participants are able to lessen some of the mental 

work of aligning the presentation to the object to be built.  In [20] mobile device par-

ticipants accomplished the needed rotations by a combination of mental and physical 

rotations rather than mental rotation alone. We hypothesize that mental rotation, inter-

active rotation of the presentation, or rotation of the artifact is more difficult than 

rotating the device itself.  We suggest that when rotating physically, with the immedi-



ate visual feedback as the virtual and physical object align, the participant does less 

mental rotation, thus reducing their mental workload.  

Recognizing that people differ in their ability to do mental rotation, those of lower 

spatial ability, should be differentially more impaired with a stationary device – [20] 

did not measure the spatial ability of their participants, so we cannot be sure of this 

conjecture from their results relating to spatial ability.  

In the current work, we start with the assumption that part of the power of a mobile 

device comes from the reduction in necessary work of mental rotations. We speculate 

that this advantage may extend further for those who are more challenged by deficits 

in their ability to perform mental rotations.   In our study, we seek to demonstrate that 

having the visual presentation for a construction task aligned in a particular way, as 

one would be able to do with a mobile device, would lead to superior performance, 

than having the presentation in other orientations.  

3 Study:  Impact of Orientation of Presentation and Spatial 

Ability on Construction Task Performance 

For this study our hypothesis is:  

Orientation of a mobile device, in combination with participant 

spatial ability will affect performance on a construction task. 

We specifically hypothesize that at least one orientation will lead to better perfor-

mance on the construction task by leading to fewer differences in frame of reference 

between the built object and the presentation by reducing mental rotations (and lower-

ing cognitive/working memory load). However, because the built object itself is in a 

number of orientations during the presentation, we do not predict which orientation(s) 

would be favorable and which would impede subjects' performance on the task. Fol-

lowing prior work on the interaction between spatial ability and mental rotation, we 

also predicted that persons of low spatial ability would be differentially hampered in 

the less favorable orientations.  

3.1 Experimental Design  

We have two independent variables:  Mobile Device Orientation and Spatial Ability, 

and two dependent performance variables, described in Section 4, relevant to the task. 

[20] found that time on the task was non-informative; it was not considered as a de-

pendent variable. 

3.2 Mobile Device Orientation.  

In the study, the mobile device was physically anchored in four orientations (denoted: 

left, right, top, bottom) as shown in Figure 4a. Figure 4b shows the experimental setup 

with the device in the right orientation. The presentation of the instructions for the 

construction task was symmetric relative to both vertical and horizontal orientations 

and we collapsed the orientations into two categories: UpDown and LeftRight.  While 



fixing the mobile device may seem counter-intuitive (removing the “mobile” aspect of 

the device), we have done so in order to allow for greater experimental control in 

order to study the effects of the frame of reference imposed by the display of the mo-

bile device. 

The participants sat upright at the table facing the instructions and were to the ex-

tent possible, in a fixed egocentric orientation; participants’ position was set so that 

they did not reorient the presentation by reorienting their own viewpoint. 

3.3 Spatial Ability  

We measured spatial ability using the Card Rotation task, a measure of two-

dimensional mental rotation [8], an individual ability that should be at play, at least in 

part, in our construction task. Because this is not a power test (i.e., the task does not 

get harder at the end) the scores were calculated by subtracting the total number of 

wrong responses from the total number of correct responses. Our median subject 

score was 69. The minimum and maximum scores were -58 and 154 respectively. 

Using median split, participants were grouped into two categories:  high and low spa-

tial ability. 

3.4 Participants 

Thirty-two participants, drawn from undergraduate computer science classes, com-

pleted the task to their satisfaction with 16 persons in the UpDown condition and 16 

persons in the LeftRight Condition. Two participants from each spatial ability catego-

ry were dropped; they were the participants closest to the median spatial score of 69, 

leaving a pool of 28 participants with 14 participants in each orientation category. In 

terms of spatial ability, this change to the pool left 15 participants with high spatial 

ability and 13 with low spatial ability. Nine participants were assigned to the High 

spatial ability/UpDown condition, five participants to Low spatial ability/UpDown, 6 

participants to High spatial ability/LeftRight and eight to Low spatial abil-

ity/LeftRight. A chi-square analysis of this frequency distribution was not significant, 

showing that the assignment to condition was independent from spatial ability. 

3.5 Materials and Task 

In previous studies we explored the effectiveness of interactive 3D graphics as a part 

of a system to deliver instructions for a construction task:  origami paper folding [cf. 

2, 30]. Paper folding does possess many representative characteristics of construction 

tasks: the task is non-trivial, it requires multiple manipulation steps, and it results in a 

3D artifact. Researchers in multimedia learning make a distinction between single and 

dual presentations of instructional information [18, 21]. In single presentations, in-

structions are typically presented in text alone, whereas in dual presentations instruc-

tions are usually presented in text with accompanying still images or other representa-

tions [21]. A number of studies indicate that dual presentations lead to better perfor-

mance [e.g. 18, 29]; this advantage has been shown with the present task [31]. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. a) Orientation conditions for the mobile device. b) Set up for right condition. Note: 

device is fastened to the table; paper instructions are anchored to the front of a monitor.  

Our task, identical to the task used in [31], was to fold an origami whale in 25 pa-

per folds (and unfolds), with the instructions for making the folds presented in a series 

of 12 steps. Approximately ½ of the steps involve 2D folds, the remainder were 3D 

folds, including steps to form the mouth, fins and tail.  A completed whale is shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. The completed whale 

The 3D presentation was delivered on a HP IPAQ h5455 with stylus and Microsoft 

Pocket PC version 3. The h5455 used the 400 MHz Intel PXA250 processor with 64 
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megabytes of RAM. The IPAQ and the interaction user interface were much less fa-

miliar to the participants than a smartphone or handheld GPS system; it was our 

thought that participants were not able to engage familiar tasks, outside of the specific 

experimental task, during the experiment.  

The 3D interactive presentation was implemented using VRML 2.0 (Virtual Reali-

ty Modeling Language). The VRML model was rendered within Pocket Internet Ex-

plorer 5.5 using the Pocket PC Cortona VRML client plug-in. The display screen was 

3.8” (diagonal) with resolution 240x320 with 16-bit color. There were two visual 

components to the display: the virtual sheet of origami paper (VOP/model) and the 

user animation/step interface. A simulated sky/horizon was also implemented to pro-

vide a spatial frame of reference for the origami paper. The user moved through the 

steps by clicking the forward/backward buttons on the interface. During each step the 

user could start/stop an animation of the desired operation (e.g., create a fold) by 

clicking the play/pause button. For each step that required a fold operation, the anima-

tion began by highlighting the desired fold line on the VOP; the actual fold operation 

was then performed on the VOP. The user also had the ability to rotate the 

VOP/model in any direction at any time. Technical VRML implementations details 

can be found in [20]. Figure 6(a) shows the 3D interactive presentation. Subjects had 

access to written instructions with figures printed on paper; these were anchored in 

front of the subject using a "flipchart" style of presentation (see Figure 6(b)).  

Fig. 6.  a) The 3D interactive presentation b) The experimental setup; note the built whale is 

misaligned with the presentation (inset). 

3.6 Procedure 

The subjects completed the spatial ability test and a training task to familiarize them 

with the interactive controls. Then they completed the whale-folding task of twelve 

folding steps, used in [30, 31, 32]. 

3.7 Scoring of the Folded Whales.  

Each participant’s whale was scored by evaluating every fold on the origami paper.  

Each fold was scored as Correct, Error and/or Recrease. If a subject performed a fold 



incorrectly and then folded correctly, these were scored as different folds (one correct 

and one error). In addition, a correct fold might be recreased. The range of Correct 

Folds was 0 - 25; of Error Folds and Recrease Folds was 0 – no maximum. Two peo-

ple graded the constructed origami whales with an inter-rater reliability of 0.99. 

3.8 Summary:  Relating the Study to the Hypothesis 

[31] posited that construction tasks in general and the one used in this study specifi-

cally impose significant mental workload as the participants must align four frames of 

references (themselves, the presented instructions, the display and the built object) 

using a combination of mental and physical rotations.  In this study, physical rotation 

of the display and rotation of the egocentric (participant’s) frame of reference were 

limited or fixed by the experimental setup.  Realignments were possible through the 

interactive rotation of the presentation, physical movement of built object and mental 

rotation of any of the component elements.  All participants were free to rotate the 

interactive presentation or to move the built object.  Only demands for realignment by 

mental rotation differed by orientation.  We expected to find that persons of high spa-

tial ability would outperform those of low spatial ability across the board, simply by 

the fact that the cost of mental rotation is higher for individuals of low spatial ability. 

Our alternative orientations simulate the various positions that a mobile device could 

be in.  If one orientation leads to better performance, especially for persons of low 

spatial ability, then we would have shown that physical alignment of the display to the 

other experimental components does reduce mental workload on our task.   

4 Results  

We considered the impact of the independent variables, Orientation (UpDown vs. 

LeftRight) and spatial ability (High vs. Low) on two dependent variables: Adjusted 

Number of Correct Folds (defined as Number of Correct Folds minus Number of 

Error Folds) and Number of Correct Recrease Folds (multiple redundant correct 

folds). The subjects in this study did well on the task, as indicated by our Adjusted 

Correct Folds measure, with an overall mean of 16.3. 

As we had multiple dependent variables, we first conducted a multivariate analysis 

of variance (MANOVA)
2
. The dependent variables (Adjusted Number of Correct 

Folds, and Number of Correct Recrease Folds) were included in the MANOVA. The 

main effects were significant; the interaction between Orientation and Spatial Ability 

was not. (Wilks' Lambda = 0.714, F(2.0,,23.0) = 4.603, p < 0.021 for Orientation; 

Wilks' Lambda = 0.672, F(2.0,23.0) = 5.607, p < 0.010 for Spatial Ability). A two-

                                                           
2 We performed a MANOVA because intuitively, it would make sense that our dependent vari-

ables were intercorrelated in some way.  The MANOVA identifies significant intercorrela-

tions among dependent measures such that these measures are not incorrectly identified as 

significant effects of the independent variables. While we recognize that our test may be 

somewhat lacking in power, we feel that, in light of the experimental design, these statistical 

procedures are the most appropriate. 



way ANOVA revealed significant main effects of Orientation and Spatial Ability on 

the Adjusted Number of Correct Folds [F(1,24) = 9.323, p < 0.005) and F(1,24) = 

10.539, p < 0.003, respectively]. No univariate analyses of Number of Correct 

Recrease Folds were significant. The means of the dependent variables are shown in 

Table 1. From the means for Adjusted Number of Correct Folds, persons with high 

spatial ability or the Left-Right orientation performed significantly better than persons 

with low spatial ability or UpDown orientations.  

Table 1. Mean Adjusted Number of Correct Folds and Correct Recrease Folds by Spatial Abili-

ty (High Spatial Ability vs. Low Spatial Ability)  and Orientation (Updown vs. LeftRight) 

(standard deviations in parentheses)  

 

In order to understand these findings in detail, we examined the two components of 

Adjusted Number of Correct Folds (viz., the Number of Correct Folds and the Num-

ber of Error Folds) separately as a function of Orientation and Spatial Ability. High 

spatial ability participants made more correct folds than those with lower spatial abil-

ity (F(1,24) = 6.349, p < 0.019), and participants in the LeftRight orientation made 

more correct folds than those in the UpDown orientation (F(1,24) = 4.678, p < .041). 

The Orientation X Spatial Ability interaction was not significant for Number of Cor-

rect Folds. The Number of Errors, on the other hand, was significantly greater in the 

UpDown than in the LeftRight orientation (F (1, 24) = 5.410, p < .029). There was 

also a main effect of Spatial Ability, with Low Spatial Ability participants making 

more errors than their High Spatial Ability counterparts (F(1,24) = 4.566, p < 0.043). 

The Orientation X Spatial Ability interaction was also significant for Number of Error 

Folds(F(1,24) = 4.424, p < 0.046), showing that the performance of participants with 

lower spatial ability was most affected by the unfavorable UpDown orientation. The 

means and standard deviations are listed in Table 2. 

 

Adjusted Correct Folds 
 
Number of Correct Recrease 

Folds 

 UpDown  LeftRight  UpDown  LeftRight 

High spatial abil-

ity 

18.00 (6.90) 

n=9 

 21.50 (3.27) 

n=6 

 4.33 (2.00) 

n=9 

 2.83 (0.75) 

n=6 

Low spatial abil-

ity 

7.00 (4.30) 

n=5 

 18.00 (4.30) 

n=8 

 3.60 (3.36) 

n=5 

 4.88 (2.96) 

n=8 

Note: Maximum value for Adjusted Number of Correct Folds is 25. 



4.1 Discussion:  Study Results 

Our results show significant disadvantages for participants who were in the UpDown 

orientation or low on a measure of two-dimensional rotational spatial ability. The 

disadvantages were exacerbated for persons who were both in the UpDown condition 

and had low spatial ability for the dependent measure, Number of Error Folds.  The 

fact that persons of high spatial ability performed better on the construction task is not 

surprising – we anticipated that the construction task imposed a higher cognitive cost 

for persons of low spatial ability.  The fact that the two orientations led to differences 

in performance suggests that the position of a device imposes differential demands in 

mental work.  With a real mobile device, individuals can reduce the workload by 

moving the device.  That the LeftRight orientation was related to improved perfor-

mance suggests that the critical elements of the presentation best lined up with the 

object being built in this orientation.  Future studies could explore the specific ele-

ments of the presentation that was influenced favorably by the LeftRight orientation.  

Table 2. Mean Number of Correct Folds and Number of Error Folds by Spatial Ability and 

Orientation  (standard deviations in parentheses) 

 Number of Correct Folds  Number of Error Folds 

 UpDown  LeftRight  UpDown  LeftRight 

High spatial 

ability 

21.56 (4.50) 

n=9 

 24.33 (0.82) 

n=6 

 3.11 (2.93) 

n=9 

 2.83 (2.92) 

n=6 

Low spatial 

ability 

15.40 (6.54) 

n=5 

 20.88 (5.89) 

n=8 

 8.4 (4.72) 

n=5 

 2.88 (2.59) 

n=8 

Note: Maximum value for Number of Correct Folds = 25. 

 

5 Vertical Orientation: Does it Matter? 

In our study, we manipulated the orientation only in two spatial dimensions on a flat 

table surface. It is possible that the flat manipulation is not ideal and that the third 

dimension of vertical could be key as well. In a follow up pilot study we compared 

the Up subjects from the UpDown group to a group of participants who saw the 

presentation on the mobile device in a stationary vertical position. The setup is shown 

in Figure 7.  All other aspects of the pilot study procedure were identical to our prima-

ry study, described in Sections 3 and 4. 

We chose to compare the Vertical orientation to the Up orientation from the tab-

letop conditions in our original study, because the Vertical presentation is also in the 

Up orientation but rotated 90 degrees vertically from the desk surface. We had eight 

subjects in the Vertical orientation (3 lows and 5 high spatial ability) and we com-

pared this group to the original eight subjects from the Up (5 lows and 3 high spatial 

ability). We conducted a MANOVA with dependent variables Adjusted Number of 

Correct, Folds and Number of Correct Recrease Folds for the two independent varia-



bles, Orientation (Vertical vs. Up) and Spatial Ability. The only significant effect, 

following the MANOVA was for Spatial Ability (Wilks' lambda= 0.561, F(2.0, 11.0) 

= 4.3, p < 0.042). Separate univariate ANOVAs showed that Spatial Ability had a 

significant effect on Adjusted Number of Correct Folds (F(1,12) = 9.377, p<.01) only. 

So the independent effect of 3D vertical orientation did not have a significant impact 

on performance nor did it interact significantly with spatial ability. The means for the 

two groups were low spatial ability participants= 13.567, high spatial ability partici-

pants = 23.3. 

 

Fig. 7. Mobile device in a fixed vertical orientation. 

5.1 Discussion:  Pilot Study Results 

For the whale folding task, the subjects were not folding the physical whale vertically; 

the pilot study results suggest the vertical orientation of the mobile device did not 

align effectively with the physical whale.  The Vertical mobile device alignment also 

did not yield different results from the Up tabletop position. We posit that Up orienta-

tion placed the interactive presentation in a mostly vertical orientation like the posi-

tion of the display in the Vertical orientation of the pilot.  The LeftRight orientation, 

superior to the UpDown orientation, made up in part by the Up orientation, likely 

positioned the salient elements of the interactive presentation predominantly in the 

position that participants favored during whale construction and that limited demands 

for mental realignment. 



6 Conclusions 

We found that user performance was significantly affected by the physical orientation 

of the mobile device, spatial ability and their interaction on a paper folding task. We 

make our first conclusion – mobility does change the user experience at least for some 

tasks; enabling reorientation potentially reduces the need for mental rotations.  While 

the study was not specifically designed to systematically control the orientations of 

the 3D interactive images shown, it appears that when making folds, performance was 

better when the model was aligned left and right. It is noteworthy that the subjects 

could have interactively changed the orientation of the 3D model at will. The fact that 

the orientation of the mobile device was a significant factor in performance suggests 

that the subjects did not, on at least some occasions, rotate the model to the more 

favorable orientation. This finding suggests that the frame of reference imposed by 

the display may have had greater power over the participants’ mental representations 

of the task than the mental representation of the object itself.  Prior studies have 

demonstrated that there is a cognitive cost for mental rotations effected to align dis-

parate frames of reference. In order to select an interactive rotation would have re-

quired the subject to mentally rotate the model before interactively reorienting the 

presentation. Our results suggest that at least some of the time, subjects make 

tradeoffs between impaired performance and the mental effort required for mental 

rotations or for planning for interactive rotations. We conclude that mobility matters 

in part because mobility allows users to put presentations into favorable orientations 

and reduces the need for mental rotation.   

Our results have implications for the design of presentations for mobile devices. 

We note that many contemporary mobile devices automatically alter the orientation of 

presentations on the screen, based on the physical position of the device. Should a 

person move a device to limit the mental work of rotating the presentation, only to 

have the device itself rotate the presentation, the automatic re-rotation could actually 

add to user workload.   

Mobile devices and visual-spatial presentations of information are pervasive and 

likely to become more so, especially for tasks in which the mobile device can be 

moved to close proximity of the task [cf. 9]. Designers will be increasingly challenged 

to build user interfaces that do not inadvertently incorporate significant cognitive 

barriers to users in the form of memory load, especially for low spatial ability indi-

viduals. For individuals who are unable to physically reorient a device, our results 

suggest that they too may be potentially disadvantaged as they may be forced to rely 

initially on mental rotation to plan their interactive reorientation.  Designers potential-

ly may be able to expand the usefulness of their designs to broader spectra of the pop-

ulation by limiting the need for mental rotation via the mobile properties of the de-

vice. 
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